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What will happen to the citizens of US and China, if US, the World Greatest Super Power stops buying from 
China, since it has already in great deficit or China stops selling to US? Great Manmade Disaster for the 
citizens of China as well as US. 
 
Revolution is happening continuously all the time, round the clock and around the world. Whenever people 
deviated from the right path, Allah sent Prophets and Messengers to warn them, till Prophet Muhammad 
(Peace-Be-Upon-Him) in the past. Prophet Muhammad (Peace-Be-Upon-Him) was Global Prophet for Global 
Revolution, while rest were local Prophets for Local Revolution. (Ref: Al_Quraan_021.107, 034.028) 
 
When people didn’t listen to their Prophets and Messengers (Peace-Be-Upon-Him), they got severe punishment 
and many examples are there in the Quraan, e.g. story of Prophet Nuh (Peace-Be-Upon-Him) and disbelievers 
including his son not survived, story of Prophet Mosa (Peace-Be-Upon-Him) and Pharoah. Those punishments 
were on top of what they will get on the Day of Judgment. 
 
When people followed their Prophets and Messengers (Peace-Be-Upon-Him), peace developed in the region 
and example is Prophet Muhammad (Peace-Be-Upon-Him) and his millions of followers (sahabas) who were 
always ready on his call regardless of day or night ( always Labbaik). 
 
In the past Prophets and Messengers (Peace-Be-Upon-Him), were always there to serve the humanity, 
regardless of people believing on them or not. Same is true for Visible and Invisible Auliyaas and Global 
Auliyaas in all time in the past, present and in the future Inshaa Allah. They had true love with the humanity. 
 
Also it was with the people to listen and follow Prophets and Messengers and now, same is true for people to 
listen and follow the Visible and Invisible Auliyaas and Global Auliyaas of present time, till they follow Quraan 
and really Authentic Hadeeth. 
 
Allah gives you a chance to change yourself first and Allah will never change your conditions unless you first act 
accordingly to change yourself (Ref: Al_Quraan_013.011). In simple terms NO CHANGES WITHOUT ACTION. 
 
If you do not revolutionize yourself then Allah will change you with other people. Those people will be more God 
Fearing and more Truth Lover than you (Ref: Al_Quraan_047.038). 
 
Presently in the beginning of twenty-first century, Global World is facing Great instability causing many countries 
and regions going through a Great Turbulence of Global Uncertainty. People are suffering badly all around the 
world including Thailand, Greece, many of the African countries and even in the United States of America, with 
no exception to Muslim Countries. Many countries are moving from one system to another and blaming each 
other. Dictatorships of Kings/Queens or Presidents/Prime Ministers, who are ruling for several decades are 
throwing back, since they were not be able to fulfill the duties to serve the humanity, instead they became like 
Qaroon, Hamaan and Pharaoh etc. and started doing crime against humanity, since they didn’t took the 
Guidance from the Quraan and did not implemented the Quraanic System in their region. 
 
Perhaps till now it could be like tip of an iceberg what we have seen yet and rest could be about to come sooner 
if not later, since the world didn’t took the true guidance from the Quraan to stabilize the Global World to save 
the humanity. Unfortunately those who are taking over or will take over kingdom from those Dictators might not 
have learned the lessons from the Quraan and may damage the Global Stability as well. 
 
Quraan commands us to establish true balanced system around the Globe, which needs Global Revolution. If 
one region is rich in minerals, then other could be rich in oil or gas or foods or even manpower etc. Global 
Government must come forward in a revolutionized way to balance the Global World by sharing all the 
resources to build our Global World, otherwise more and more disasters may come in the shape of poverty, and 
innocent people may not have any choice than come to street violently, since they cannot see their infants 
crying for milks, foods and other basic needs. 
 
It is not the Wealth (Gold or Silver) or Power which could save the Global World. Allah seized Qaroon, Pharaoh, 
and Hamaan and many more, for their crime against humanity and nothing could save them including their 
wealth, power or people etc. (Ref: Al_Quraan_029:039). World didn’t end there, but it had re-developed after 
great revolution, even without their wealth and power. Those who never faced real poverty for years may never 



understand its solution, unless they have really took the Guidance from the Quraan. It is 100% guaranteed to 
save the world globally to build our Global World, if we truly apply the guidance from the Quraan, which 
need Great Global Revolution. 
 
It is time now to open our eyes and correct ourselves to serve the humanity in a revolutionized way in the light of 
Quraan, since the Quraan gives the true revolutionized guidance to fix the system to save the Humanity in a 
balanced way (Al_Quraan_002:002). 
 
Allah Never Destroys any Good Nation (Ref: Al_Quraan_011.116-117). Do not turn out people from their 
homes (Ref: Al_Quraan_002:084). Saving a Life is like Saving the Whole World. (Ref. 
Al_Quraan_005.032). There is NO Compulsion in Religion. (Ref: Al_Quraan_002:256) 
 
Global Revolution is urgently needed to fix the Global Economy to save the humanity from manmade disasters. 
Global Government also needs to note down all issues big or small and needs to analyze it in detail on case 
by case method and first start with all those issues which had triggered the Great Turbulence of Global 
Instability. 
 
Few of major issues which had caused the Global Instability are interest based system, alcohol, gambling 
and supply and demand system, on which special deep study is needed in a revolutionized way (Ref: 
Al_Quraan_002.278-279, 002.219). 
 
Avoid loans, avoid waste and stop greediness as much as possible keeping in mind how much is too 
much to help stabilized the our Global World in a revolutionized way (Ref: Al_Quraan_009.060, 025.063-067).  
 
We all need to help as much as we can to build our Global World for the better future for our kids, only then we 
can hope that our kids will have the fruits of it and will pray for us. Educate yourself including your kids and 
keep your knowledge up to date according to time, as much as possible without wasting a minute, which 
may not be without proper Organizing Skills. If you have good knowledge then teach others or share with others 
for free if possible (Ref: Al_Quraan_096.001-005). 
 
Global Government must be ready to abandon any laws which might hurt economy of general public, in such a 
way which helps to move forward by forgiving and forgetting the past BUT taking lessons from the past. It must 
follow the basic rule to TAX the GREEDY not the NEEDY. Education must be provided to all with 
internationally recognized good high standards for free, which must have good parent-teacher relation. 
No high professional students should be leftover at age 25 without any job, other low tech students should be 
able to enter the workforce at much earlier age. It must establish a system where seniors must be able to train 
new students. It also needs to take lessons from the Quraan, the Book of Guidance to take out burden from the 
shoulder of students so that they can concentrate more on education. Only waiving off tuition fee may not help 
completely but living expenses must be available to the needy as well. Sweden still in 2010 had totally FREE 
Educations for their citizens and also has scholarships for those students who are regularly passing their exams 
on time to cover their living expenses. 
 
To take our Global World in a right direction to help the humanity, we need to be well organized, dedicated and 
must have clear direction in a Balanced Way and Debt FREE (Ref: Al_Quraan_009.060, 025.063-067), which 
may not be achieved without taking guidance from the Quraan (the Book of Guidance for the mankind). 
 
Difference in Income of Lawyers, Doctors, Other Professionals and Labors (Other Workers) must be 
balanced, so that student can choose any discipline of their own choice if available. Deep study is needed for 
the Global Government to have clear direction to let the students know where there are more requirements. All 
professional disciplines must have modern Hands-on-Training in addition to regular courses, to train all students 
to enter the workforce on time. 
 
World has enough to feed but not greed. Global Government must balance the production cost globally in 
relation to Gold (currency). You cannot buy the Whole World from Gold, since Gold is a little tiny part of the 
Whole World. 

WORLD HAS ENOUGH TO FEED BUT NOT GREED. 
 
Thinking locally while living in Global World will not save our Global World. 
Repeatedly Relying on the Same Corrupt or Incompetent Person will NOT Change the Fortune of a Nation. 
Do not even think to re-appoint those who were failed to protect the corruptions in the land. 
 

Read Al-Quraan, the Miracle of Miracles and free from contradictions and errors 
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